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Example:
decriminalization
of homosexuality

• “the ongoing individualization of world models of society
in the post- World War II period generated wholesale
redefinitions of sex, which in turn facilitated a worldwide
wave of sex-law reforms” (Frank, Camp, & Boutcher 2010)

• Portugal decriminalized sodomy in 1945!

Empirical analysis of protest (U.S. late 20thC)

Aggregate time series
• Number of protest events in one year/month =>

Political changes in next year/month,
controlling for other factors

• Protest has no positive effect (Giugni 2007; McAdam & Su
2002; Olzak & Ryo 2007; Olzak & Soule 2009)
• “it is institutional tactics rather than disruptive ones

that assist movements in gaining an audience in
Congress” (Olzak & Soule 2009)

• Problems: event count; fixed lag; small N



Disaggregated to companies
• Occurrence of protest => stock prices/sales/reputation,

controlling for other factors

• protest does inflict costs (King & Soule 2007; Bartley &
Child 2011)

• Problem: no evidence for success!

Protest does make a difference …

Geographical disaggregation
1. French coalminers by département, 1/3 20C:

strikes—even defeated—raise wages, as long as there is
one union (Cohn 1993)

2. U.S. Walmart stores, early 21C: protest impedes stores
opening (Ingram, Yue, & Rao 2010)

3. U.S. Tea Party 2009: rally attendance (fine weather!)
increases Republican vote, makes Republican Reps more
conservative, speeds retirement of Democratic Reps
(Madestam, Shoag, & Veuger 2013)

4. …



Racial oppression in U.S. South
(with Kenneth T. Andrews, University of North Carolina)

• Segregation (“Jim Crow”) develops in cities after end of
slavery, enforced by custom as well as local laws

• 2/3rds of whites in 1961 favour “strict segregation”
(Matthews & Prothro 1966)

• “Nothing is quite as humiliating . . . as to know that because
you are black you may have to walk a half mile farther than
whites just to urinate; that because you are black you have to
receive your food through a window in the back of a restaurant
or sit in a garbage-littered yard to eat” (John Williams in
Sitkoff 2008)

Sit-in protest against segregated lunch counters
(Andrews & Biggs, ‘The Dynamics of Protest Diffusion: Movement Organizations,
Social Networks, and News Media in the 1960 Sit-ins’, American Sociological Review

2006

Woolworth’s,
Greensboro, N.C.,
Feb. 2, 1960:
Joseph McNeil,
Franklin McCain,
Billy Smith, and
Clarence Hutchinson



• Protest leads to negotiation with merchants and political
elite

• First victory in Nashville, TN in May 1960
Biggs & Andrews, ‘Protest Campaigns and Movement
Success: Desegregating the U.S. South, 1960-61’,
American Sociological Review, forthcoming

• Success before 1964 Civil Rights Act
• Lunch counters in lead:

• 204 cities desegregated at least one lunch counter
• 163 hotels or motels; 141 restaurants; 109 theaters

(U.S. Department of Justice 1963)
• Case studies of a few large cities, e.g. Nashville, TN;

Birmingham, AL (Morris 1993; Luders 2006, 2010)

Outcome



Design

Observations
• Confederacy + MD, KY, WV
• 334 urban places with at least 10,000 people and 1,000 non-

whites (1960 Census)
Outcome: lists compiled by
• Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), 6 times 1960-61
• Southern Regional Council (SRC), September 1961
Protest: whether there was a sit-in between February and

Easter 1960—before any success

Desegregation over time



Sit-in Desegregationeconomic,
social, political;

movement
organization

NAACP members (logged) Black % of state x % born in South
NAACP Youth Council Workers in major corporations as % of employed
NAACP College Chapter Number of labor unions / employed x 1000
SCLC presence Retail/hospitality as % of employed
CORE Chapter Mean income of blacks (logged)

Aggregate income of blacks in millions (logged)
SRC presence Professional and clerical as % of black employed
White racial organization in county Crafts and operatives as % of black employed
Racial violence in county Private household workers as % of black employed
Strict segregationist % of gubernatorial vote in county Service workers as % of black employed
Black % Black college students (logged)

A. Explaining sit-ins

• 334 cities X 74 days (February 1 - April 14) = 18,990 city-
days

• incidence of initial sit-in: event history
• incorporating positive feedback / diffusion

CORE Chapter +

NAACP College Chapter +

Strict segregationist % of vote -

Black % ^

Black % X Southern % in state -

Black unskilled % -

Black college students +



B. Explaining desegregation

Logistic regression: whether desegregated by
• December 1960 (CORE)
• December 1961 (CORE)
• September 1961 (SRC)

Black % X Southern % in state -

Mean income of blacks +

Sit-ins
• multiply odds by 5 (p=.01), 5 (p=.01), 7 (p=.001)
• sit-ins in other cities weighted by √distance …

How sit-ins affected desegregation



C. Explaining desegregation over time

Positive feedback due to competition, and also learning

Committee in Greensboro, NC, 1960:
“The managers are extremely sensitive to public
reaction, and merchants who also have food
departments are fearful that if they served all races
on an integrated basis in the food department, they
will lose a sufficient percentage of their present
patronage to the nonintegrated eating
establishments”

Event history

Interval ending Albemarle Asheville Burlington Chapel Hill Charlotte Concord Durham
16 Aug 1960 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
13 Sep 1960 0 1 0
5 Oct 1960 0 0
8 Dec 1960 0 0
10 Apr 1961 0 0
19 Dec 1961 0 0

North Carolina

Interval ending
Cities         
at risk

Cities 
desegregated

Cities previously 
desegregated

16 Aug 1960 334 43 0
13 Sep 1960 291 12 43
5 Oct 1960 279 6 55
8 Dec 1960 273 17 61
10 Apr 1961 256 5 78
19 Dec 1961 251 7 83
Total 1684 90

N = 334-43 cities, 1684-343 city-intervals



Sit-in Desegregationeconomic,
social, political;

movement
organization

Prior desegregation elsewhere (changes over time) =
cities previously desegregated weighted by distance
- cities remaining segregated weighted by distance

How prior desegregation (before mid Aug 1960) affected
the hazard of desegregation (mid Aug - mid Sept 1960)

90th %ile (Belle Glade, FL)

median
(Tallahassee, FL)

X
4.6



Summary

The probability of a city desegregating
was greatly increased by protest in the city

and by protest in nearby cities,
and by desegregation in nearby cities,
even controlling for economic, social, political factors

and for movement organizations.
Movement organizations (activists) had positive effect insofar as

they fostered protest—not directly.

Limitations
• protest measured as binary and before Easter 1960
• crude timing of desegregation
• have not explained declining rate of desegregation



Conclusion

Challenge to identify the causal effects of protest/mobilization
• consider causes of protest alongside its effects
• measure organization and protest

Identify episodes of widespread protest simultaneously over
many places—rather than time series

In democracies, movements work indirectly via public opinion:
trace impact using survey data, e.g. protest happens while
underway

Problem of selecting best candidates for success, so creating a
biased picture overall

• mobilization/protest requires unrealistic optimism!

Analysis of black students surveyed in 1962 (Biggs 2006)
• participation in sit-ins predicted by optimism—

how many Southern whites favor strict segregation?
• only 1/6 protesters thought a majority
• in reality, 2/3 of Southern whites favored it

“I thought we’d demonstrate and then they’d fold up
before us. But it’s been tougher than I ever dreamed. ...
I suppose if I’d known that when I first joined I never
would have done it.” (student from Alabama in Coles
1964)


